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get a grip anxiety program

If someone says to you, 'get a grip' it
often means that you need to take
better control of your emotions. In this
program, you will learn how to 'get a
grip' on your worry. GRIP is an
acronym to help you remember 4
really important steps when it comes
to managing your worry.    
 
 
 

Gather the evidence Realistic thinking Identify a plan Practise
relaxation

By The Get GRIT Program

are you ready to
Get a GRIP on your worry?
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Lesson one
 What is worry?
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Sound like?

feel like?Look like?

What does worry...

What does your behaviour look like?

What do your worried thoughts sound like?

How does worry feel on your body?

Worry affects your body, your thoughts and your behaviour.
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What clues does your body give you?
Worry affects the body.  How does worry feel on your body? Draw what

happens on your face and body when you worry.
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What does worry sound like?
What worried thoughts do you have? Write them in the thought bubbles.
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What does worry look like?
What do you do when you are worried? Draw what worry looks like

for you?  
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Worry affects the body Worry affects thoughts

Worry affects behaviour

signs of worry checklist  

Fast breathing

Pounding heart

Crying

Sore tummy 

Headache

Jumpy legs/wobbly knees

Butterflies in tummy

'Everything is going to go wrong'

Throwing a tantrum

Hitting 

Yelling

Hiding or avoiding

Biting nails

Difficulty falling asleep

Stops you from giving it a go

'Mum has forgotten to pick me up'
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My worry

Time
and

Place

What happened
before my worry

started?

How my
body felt.

My worried
thoughts

My behaviour

worry tracker
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